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Abstract. The problem of operational calculation of machining content and
labor intensity of manufacturing parts of a new nomenclature, mainly
processed by cutting, at highly specialized machine-building enterprises
when calculating the technical and economic indicators of the order is
considered. The proposed estimation algorithm is based on the operational
calculation of the machining content of cutting operations and the
calculation of the reduced labor intensity of heat treatment operations,
electroplating and lacquer coating, as well as locksmith and control
operations.

1 Introduction
The modern market of machine-building products imposes strict requirements to reduce labor
intensity, cost and production time.
This is especially true for machine-building enterprises that specialize in the production
of permanent products for a narrow market segment. In an unstable market, the demand for
products intended for a narrow market segment is subject to changes, which leads to the need
to diversify products [1-3].
Therefore, companies that have a narrow specialization should form mechanisms for
rapid calculation of technical and economic indicators for the implementation of a
prospective order and, in the future, technological preparation for its implementation.
At the moment, such enterprises do not have the appropriate tools. Due to the existing
features, enterprises do not have methodological, mathematical and software types for
calculating the technical and economic indicators of manufacturing products of the new
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nomenclature. This leads to significant labor intensity and inability to respond quickly to the
demands of the machine-building products market [4-6].
For enterprises with a narrow specialization, it is typical to produce products of a
relatively stable nomenclature over a long period of time. As a rule, new products are
modifications of the traditional product range.
Calculation of technical and economic indicators for manufacturing a specific product
modification is carried out by comparing the design and technological parameters of the
product modification with the corresponding parameters of the manufactured product.
It is also worth noting that the development of structural and technological parameters of
a new product modification is carried out over a long period of time – several years.
When calculating the technical and economic indicators of manufacturing a product of a
new nomenclature, existing methods are not acceptable, because they can not provide either
the accuracy of the calculation or the required time.
Therefore, the development of a tool for rapid assessment of technical and economic
parameters of manufacturing products of a new nomenclature for highly specialized
enterprises is an urgent task, the solution of which is necessary for rapid response to the
demands of the machine-building products market.
Technological appearance of a machine-building enterprise with a narrow specialization
In the production system of the machine-building enterprise under consideration, it is
possible to distinguish technologically oriented and subject-closed production divisions.
Table 1 provides a description of the features of the considered production divisions from
the perspective of their use in the diversification of machine-building products.
Table 1. Features of production shops
Subject-closed production shops
Highly specialized jobs.
Readjustment is difficult and rarely
performed.
Readjustment is performed in a narrow range.
The special and specialized equipment
prevail.
The equipment is located in the technological
sequence of manufacturing products.
The technical capabilities of the equipment
are designed to implement certain
technological processes.
Highly specialized small-scale production

Technologically oriented production units
Low specialization of jobs.
The readjustment of the model, performed
periodically.
Readjustment is performed in a wide range.
Universal technological equipment and equipment
prevail.
The location of the equipment does not take into
account the technological
sequence of
manufacturing products.
The technical capabilities of the equipment are
designed to implement a large number of
technological processes.
Multi-product production

Thus, in the production system of a highly specialized machine-building enterprise, it is
possible to distinguish multi-nomenclature and low-nomenclature production divisions.
Figure 1 shows the typical distribution of technological processing related to
technologically oriented and subject-closed production divisions.
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Fig. 1. Technological profile of a typical highly specialized enterprise.

Based on the analysis of characteristics of production units (see table 1) we can draw the
following conclusions:
- subject closed production units are specialized and their use for the manufacture of
products a new range is causing significant organizational and technological complexity,
- technology-oriented production units are the basis for production of new items.

2 The production profile of products
The primary task in assessing the technical and economic indicators of manufacturing
products of the new nomenclature is to analyze the compliance of the existing technical
capabilities of the enterprise with the technologically necessary requirements.
As a result of this assessment, a list of components is formed that it is advisable to produce
with the involvement of external cooperation.
It also determines the technological types of processing that it is advisable to produce
with the involvement of external cooperation.
Thus, the production appearance of the product of the new nomenclature is formed
(Figure 2), taking into account the production and technological capabilities of a particular
enterprise.
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Fig. 2. Production appearance of the product.

Different approaches are required to determine the technical and economic indicators of
manufacturing and technological preparation of production for each group of products that
form the production appearance of the product (Table 2).
Table 2. Description of groups of components that make up the product's production appearance
Name

Description

Parts that are fully
manufactured at our
own facilities
Parts
partially
manufactured at our
own facilities

Manufacturing of parts is
completely performed by
our own resources.
The main processing of
workpieces is carried out by
the company's resources.
Certain types of processing
are performed with the
involvement of external
cooperation (electroplating,
thermal
processing,
formation
of
complex
precise surfaces, etc.).

Assembly units that
are
fully
manufactured at our
own facilities
Assembly units that
are monitored and
tested
with
the
involvement
of
external cooperation

Production of Assembly
units
is
completely
performed by our own
resources.
The main part of the work
includes: locksmith and
Assembly,
electrical
installation and Assembly
and welding work.
Control and testing of
Assembly units are carried
out with the involvement of
external cooperation.
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Features of technological preparation of
production
Providing
additional
technological
capabilities of production units or
increasing productivity requires the
purchase of expensive technological
equipment, as well as the training of
appropriate specialists.
Within the framework of a single order,
significant investments will not pay off.
A large number of item items for parts.
Technological processes for manufacturing
parts in multi-product production are
characterized by a low concentration of
transitions and contain a large number of
operations.
Providing
additional
technological
capabilities of production units or
increasing productivity can be achieved by
purchasing Assembly equipment and
training appropriate specialists, which
requires less investment.
Special control and testing equipment can
be a significant expense.
A small number of item items for
Assembly units.
Assembly processes in multi-product
production are characterized by a high
concentration
of
transitions,
low
specialization, and contain a small number
of operations.
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Thus, the processes of manufacturing parts that are part of the product of the new
nomenclature, to a greater extent, require analysis of their own resources.

3 Algorithm for calculating the labor intensity of manufacturing
products of the new nomenclature
The basis for calculating technical and economic parameters is the machining content and
labor intensity of each type of processing.
When analyzing the machining content and labor intensity of the product of the new
nomenclature, technological processes for manufacturing parts and Assembly units are
distinguished.
The technological processes of manufacturing parts are more estimated by the machining
content, and the technological processes of Assembly-by the labor intensity.
Resource planning to ensure the machining content of manufacturing a new product range
requires more detailed study [6, 7, 8, 9].
Currently, there are a significant number of methods for calculating the machining content
and labor intensity of manufacturing parts using computer-aided design of technological
processes [10, 11, 12, 13].
The analysis made it possible to identify the main principles used in the calculations,
which are discussed in table 3.
Table 3. Basic principles of calculating the labor intensity and machining content of manufacturing
parts when determining the technical and economic indicators of manufacturing products of the new
nomenclature.
Principle

Description

Calculation based
on the reduced
machining
content and labor
intensity

An information model is developed for each part of the
specified item.
Details are grouped according to certain characteristics.
A representative item in each group is highlighted.
The technological process of manufacturing a
representative part is developed and the machining
content and labor intensity of each operation are
calculated.
All group details borrow the process structure of the
representative part.
The coefficients of bringing each part in the group to the
representative part are calculated.
The values of machining content and labor intensity of
each part manufacturing operation in the group are
calculated.
Develop 3D models of all parts of the specified range.
Details are grouped according to certain characteristics.
A representative item in each group is highlighted.
The structure of the technological process of
manufacturing a representative part is being developed.
Part processing projects are developed for each
operation.

Calculation of
labor intensity
using CAM
systems
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Advantages and
disadvantages
Minor
labor
intensity of the
calculation.
The low accuracy
of the cast.

Significant labor
intensity
of
developing
3D
models of all parts
and
their
processing
projects.
High accuracy of
calculating
the
machining content
of operations
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In the proposed method of calculation of the labor intensity and machining content the
manufacture of parts identifies the following types of transactions:
activity, characterized by low machining content with expensive equipment: CNC
machines, coordinate measuring machines, etc.,
operation, characterized by high machining content and low labor intensity: heattreatment, electroplating processing, drying, etc.
- transactions characterized by high complexity: metal, control, etc.
Calculating the machining content of operations performed on expensive equipment
requires accurate calculation [14-17].
When calculating the machining content and labor intensity of the other two types of
accuracy can be neglected in the interests of reducing the calculation time.
Therefore, to calculate the machining content of manufacturing a given range of parts, a
method based on analytical calculation of the duration of typical cycles of processing parts
on CNC machines is proposed: turning, milling and milling machines.
Calculation of machining content and labor-intensive operations of heat treatment,
electroplating and lacquer coating, as well as locksmith and control operations, is based on
the use of reduction coefficients.
The algorithm for calculating the machining content and labor intensity of processing
parts of the new product range is shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Algorithm for calculating the machining content and labor intensity of processing parts of the
new nomenclature.
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4 Conclusions
It is shown that to diversify the product range, the production base of a highly specialized
enterprise consists of technologically oriented production units.
The proposed estimation algorithm is based on the operational calculation of the
machining content of cutting operations and the calculation of the reduced labor intensity of
heat treatment operations, electroplating and lacquer coating, as well as locksmith and control
operations.
The proposed algorithm takes into account limitations and assumptions when calculating
the machining content and labor intensity of manufacturing parts of a new range to determine
the technical and economic parameters of order fulfillment.
This research was funded by Ministry of Science and Higher Education of the Russian
Federation, Grant No. 0707-2020-0025.
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